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About This Content

Expand your experience with new and exciting content! Two new eligable residents have moved into Beacon Town! Shirlock, a
fledgling journalist and self-proclaimed detective who is studying under the tutelage of Naomi, and Michelle, Doc's research

partner. She's just as much of a genius as Doc, and like him, she has an unusual way of speaking and thinking.

• New Characters: Sherlock & Michelle
• Romance Events
• Marriage Events
• 18 New Requests
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Gameplay is somehow weird. I know that the game is old but, still i cant blow enemy aircraft. Boats are okay. So nope.. My life
has come to the point where I even play a jigsaw game from the Humble Bundle. Well ... it's a jigsaw game and ... er ... that's it
really.. i will use the review i made for the first game of the series, cause the 2nd game has the same issues

first of all , the game itself is absolutely fun and a must buy , the remaster however...

i would not recommend to buy this game if you expect a proper remaster.
the game is as far as i can see a rewritten scumvw. exe and the graphics look horrible
( its the original game with a added effect like " super sai" engine or sth like that in emulators.)
the " unmastered " option looks far better .
the newly added icons and mouse cursers are in my opinion also horrible .

if you wanna play the game use scumvm and point it to the game directory and play it this way,
you really will be better off.

i would give this game a neutral review but for now i have to go for the negative one,
because in comparison to other newly released remasters this aint fun.

all in all look at the screenshots or some gameplay somewhere and decide then if you can
ignore this or not. however you can also buy the game and use scummvm to play if you have
no other way to get your hands on it. ( thats the way i will play it ). THIS IS BY FAR THE BEST ♥♥♥♥ING CLICKER
GAME! BUT IT NOW! Also I wish they release the sound track of it. I mean this is by far the BEST! Replaying the levels just
to listen to it and I hope someone make a remix to it.. The best Age of Wonders game, and one of the best 4X games of all
time.. This game is about hope.
This game is about love.
Give it to someone is really important to you.. Seemed like a novelty idea to explore the concept of media censorshop,
especially in this day and age of "fake news"
Unfrotunately the game falls short because no matter what the choice is, it's simply inconsequential. Too bad.. 10 waves, 1level,
about 5 minutes gameplay. What's going on?

Notwithstanding, I liked the radial menu and the ability to place barricades - just give me some content. I would feel cheesed off
if this was a Demo!!. Purrfection~
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A nice hacking game, more realistic than some others in that it relies less on a large array of hacking tools and more on
information gathering and exploiting poor security. While it could use fleshing out in some areas (i.e. adding more websites and
servers for addresses that are not necessarily relevant), overall Mainlining does an excellent job of building a world of believable
and consistent characters with distinct personalities, all in a way that lets the player discover the world on their own. Add on to
that an escalating plot with all the right elements of a police drama and you've got yourself an excellent (if kinda short) game..
you know when game developers are so clueless they decided to make "A" as the jump button I mean WTF. THERE HAVE
BEEN NO UDATE SENCE MAY 2017 I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF THE GAME IS GOING TO GO FOUTHER OR DID
YOU GIVE UP ON IT
. Nice soundtrack.. It's already a good game, but it still needs a lot of work for becoming a top game.
After what I saw now, it looks really promising and I would recommend it to everyone who loves agressive in-line skating.
keep funding it so it can become even more awesome as it looks already now.

keep up the good work, guys. This was not ready to go out the door.

First off, right away I was getting missing materials (pink materials) on some effects, and as far as I can tell there is only one
map \/ arena.

Secondly, I could not get a game that was performant at all - The game is clearly server authoritative (which is good), but
nothing was responsive - picking up a weapon took about a second, and everything and everyone was lerping around at almost
the same rate. There was a couple of times where I could connect to a server and for a few minutes things were good, but once
more than two people were in the game, nothing was responding well. I tried all the US servers (as I am in the US). Not sure
what the backend is here (Photon maybe? I don't usually see problems with Photon servers though)

Finally, while not as egregious as the above, I wasn't a fan of the gunplay mechanics. I don't like not having control over when a
reload happens - and in VR with tracked controllers, doing a 'manual' reload is much more fun than waiting for a timer to
complete. The grenades never worked for me - but then again, I'm thinking this was because of the server performance issues I
was having, they would fly out but not explode (at least, I never saw them explode on my client).

The amount of content that is here does not justify the price - yet. The concept is solid but it still needs some work. As with
battledome, I'm not sure where I sit on the teleport mechanic in a VR shooter - waiting to teleport is really frustrating, and a
huge part of '2D' shooters is fluidity of movement, teleporting makes the action feel stilted.

In its current state, and with the amount and quality of content that's available at this price, I can't recommend it.. I don't
understand why everyone dislikes this pass, it adds all of the DLC! That's it, that's its purpose. It's cheaper than buying all of the
DLCs alone, and if Todd made it a bundle with a discount, I guarantee that people would like it. 9\/11. Fantastic, but please fix
Windows 10 issues.. Man the handling is the worst. good game, wish there was more
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